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FILE SYSTEMS

■ Mapping of high-level objects (files) to storage 
locations (blocks) 

■ Mapping encoded in metadata: 

■ Hierarchy of directories: directory entries map 
filenames to inodes 

■ Inodes contain file attributes and pointers 

■ Pointers specify blocks with file content 

■ Status of inodes and blocks: free / in use 

■ Metadata is stored in blocks as well

4
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BASIC DATA STRUCTURES
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BASIC DATA STRUCTURES
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Free 
block 
list
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Data transfers of file-
system data structures is 
done in blocks
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Blocks on disk are adressed 
by block number
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DISK ORGANIZATION
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Rotating platters contain 
tracks that are organized 

in sectors

Movable disk arms 
with read/write heads

Corresponding tracks on 
different (sides) of platters 
are called cylinders

Corresponding tracks on 
different (sides) of platters 
are called cylinders

Spindle

Disk space can also be partitioned into 
consecutive groups of cylinders (each 
partition can host one file system)
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DATA ORGANIZATION
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• Inter-dependent data and metadata often spread across different 
sectors, tracks, or cylinders 

• Read and write operations can cause disk-arm movement to position 
heads over tracks 

• Rotational delay until requested sectors pass under head
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“OLD” UNIX FILE SYSTEM

■ Small block size (512 bytes, later 1024 bytes[1]) 

■ Free-block tracking based on linked list 

■ Fixed inode area at start of partition (e.g., first 
4 MB of 150 MB partition reserved for inodes)
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Fresh file system 
(little fragmentation)

Super Block / Inode / Directory block / Free-block linked list / Data Block
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PERFORMANCE ISSUES[1]

■ Fragmentation: 80 percent performance loss 

■ Long seeks between inode and blocks 

■ Inodes of files in same dir not grouped 

■ Small block size causes low throughput

10

Aged file system 
(heavily fragmentated) 

Super Block / Inode / Directory block / Free-block linked list / Data Block
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FAST FILE SYSTEM (FFS)

■ Goals and achievements of FFS: 

■ Stable performance also for aged file systems 

■ Parameterization to adapt to different hardware 

■ New functionality 

■ Lives on in *BSD (still named UFS) 

■ Linux Ext2 is an incompatible clone of FFS
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CYLINDER GROUPS
■ FFS used larger block size 

(configurable, min. 4096 bytes) 

■ FFS introduced cylinder groups: 

■ Much smaller than partition 

■ Less potentially long seeks: 
■ Array of inodes, closer to data 
■ Allocation bitmap for blocks 

(cylinder group is preferred 
location for files in same dir) 

■ Redundant bookkeeping 
information on different platters

13

Cylinder groups
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LARGE BLOCK SIZES
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A Fast File System for UNIX SMM:05-5

time sharing systems that has roughly 1.2 gigabytes of on-line storage. The measurements are based on the
active user file systems containing about 920 megabytes of formatted space.

Space used % waste Organization
775.2 Mb 0.0 Data only, no separation between files
807.8 Mb 4.2 Data only, each file starts on 512 byte boundary
828.7 Mb 6.9 Data + inodes, 512 byte block UNIX file system
866.5 Mb 11.8 Data + inodes, 1024 byte block UNIX file system
948.5 Mb 22.4 Data + inodes, 2048 byte block UNIX file system
1128.3 Mb 45.6 Data + inodes, 4096 byte block UNIX file system

Table 1 Ŧ Amount of wasted space as a function of block size.

The space wasted is calculated to be the percentage of space on the disk not containing user data. As the
block size on the disk increases, the waste rises quickly, to an intolerable 45.6% waste with 4096 byte file
system blocks.

To be able to use large blocks without undue waste, small files must be stored in a more efficient way.
The new file system accomplishes this goal by allowing the division of a single file system block into one
or more fragments. The file system fragment size is specified at the time that the file system is created;
each file system block can optionally be broken into 2, 4, or 8 fragments, each of which is addressable. The
lower bound on the size of these fragments is constrained by the disk sector size, typically 512 bytes. The
block map associated with each cylinder group records the space available in a cylinder group at the frag-
ment level; to determine if a block is available, aligned fragments are examined. Figure 1 shows a piece of
a map from a 4096/1024 file system.

Bits in map XXXX XXOO OOXX OOOO
Fragment numbers 0-3 4-7 8-11 12-15
Block numbers 0 1 2 3

Figure 1 Ŧ Example layout of blocks and fragments in a 4096/1024 file system.

Each bit in the map records the status of a fragment; an ‘‘X’’ shows that the fragment is in use, while a ‘‘O’’
shows that the fragment is available for allocation. In this example, fragments 0Ŧ5, 10, and 11 are in use,
while fragments 6Ŧ9, and 12Ŧ15 are free. Fragments of adjoining blocks cannot be used as a full block,
ev en if they are large enough. In this example, fragments 6Ŧ9 cannot be allocated as a full block; only frag-
ments 12Ŧ15 can be coalesced into a full block.

On a file system with a block size of 4096 bytes and a fragment size of 1024 bytes, a file is repre-
sented by zero or more 4096 byte blocks of data, and possibly a single fragmented block. If a file system
block must be fragmented to obtain space for a small amount of data, the remaining fragments of the block
are made available for allocation to other files. As an example consider an 11000 byte file stored on a
4096/1024 byte file system. This file would uses two full size blocks and one three fragment portion of
another block. If no block with three aligned fragments is available at the time the file is created, a full size
block is split yielding the necessary fragments and a single unused fragment. This remaining fragment can
be allocated to another file as needed.

Space is allocated to a file when a program does a write system call. Each time data is written to a
file, the system checks to see if the size of the file has increased*. If the file needs to be expanded to hold
the new data, one of three conditions exists:

1) There is enough space left in an already allocated block or fragment to hold the new data. The new
data is written into the available space.

2) The file contains no fragmented blocks (and the last block in the file contains insufficient space to
hold the new data). If space exists in a block already allocated, the space is filled with new data. If
the remainder of the new data contains more than a full block of data, a full block is allocated and the

* A program may be overwriting data in the middle of an existing file in which case space would already have
been allocated.

Disk space used for real file system on a 
(back then) contemporary time-sharing system [1]

■ Larger blocks and inodes in each cylinder 
group enable faster throughput 

■ Problem to avoid: internal fragmentation (small 
files may not fill up entire blocks)
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BLOCKS AND FRAGMENTS
■ FFS introduces fragments: 

■ Split blocks into smaller units (512, 1024, … bytes) 

■ Free space in cylinder group tracked at fragment 
level using bitmap: 

■ In example: block 3 available, block 1 and 2 hold 
fragments only 

■ Also: fewer, larger blocks require fewer 
pointers in intermediate blocks

15
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shows that the fragment is available for allocation. In this example, fragments 0Ŧ5, 10, and 11 are in use,
while fragments 6Ŧ9, and 12Ŧ15 are free. Fragments of adjoining blocks cannot be used as a full block,
ev en if they are large enough. In this example, fragments 6Ŧ9 cannot be allocated as a full block; only frag-
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On a file system with a block size of 4096 bytes and a fragment size of 1024 bytes, a file is repre-
sented by zero or more 4096 byte blocks of data, and possibly a single fragmented block. If a file system
block must be fragmented to obtain space for a small amount of data, the remaining fragments of the block
are made available for allocation to other files. As an example consider an 11000 byte file stored on a
4096/1024 byte file system. This file would uses two full size blocks and one three fragment portion of
another block. If no block with three aligned fragments is available at the time the file is created, a full size
block is split yielding the necessary fragments and a single unused fragment. This remaining fragment can
be allocated to another file as needed.

Space is allocated to a file when a program does a write system call. Each time data is written to a
file, the system checks to see if the size of the file has increased*. If the file needs to be expanded to hold
the new data, one of three conditions exists:

1) There is enough space left in an already allocated block or fragment to hold the new data. The new
data is written into the available space.

2) The file contains no fragmented blocks (and the last block in the file contains insufficient space to
hold the new data). If space exists in a block already allocated, the space is filled with new data. If
the remainder of the new data contains more than a full block of data, a full block is allocated and the

* A program may be overwriting data in the middle of an existing file in which case space would already have
been allocated.

Allocation bits (example from [1])
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INODE ALLOCATION

■ Inode allocation: 

■ Directory inodes: distribute across cylinder groups 

■ File inode: same cylinder group as parent dir 

■ Clustering reduces I/O: 

■ At most 16 disk transfers for maximum of 2048 
inodes per cylinder group 

■ Old Unix file system: one disk request for 
each inode in the worst case

16
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BLOCK ALLOCATION
■ Global layout policy: 

■ Put blocks in same cylinder group as inode 

■ Large files: after first indirect block (and then after 
each MB) put blocks into other cylinder group 

■ Local layout policy: 
1) Rotationally closest block location, same cylinder 

(skip over n blocks to minimize rotational delay, e.g., 
due to slow CPU, interrupt handling, …) 

2) Same cylinder group 
3) Other cylinder group (find via quadratic hashing) 
4) Exhaustive search in all cylinder groups 

■ Reduce fragmentation: 5% block reserve (super user only)
17
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PERFORMANCE (IN 1984)
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4. Performance

Ultimately, the proof of the effectiveness of the algorithms described in the previous section is the

long term performance of the new file system.

Our empirical studies have shown that the inode layout policy has been effective. When running the

‘‘list directory’’ command on a large directory that itself contains many directories (to force the system to

access inodes in multiple cylinder groups), the number of disk accesses for inodes is cut by a factor of two.

The improvements are even more dramatic for large directories containing only files, disk accesses for

inodes being cut by a factor of eight. This is most encouraging for programs such as spooling daemons that

access many small files, since these programs tend to flood the disk request queue on the old file system.

Table 2 summarizes the measured throughput of the new file system. Several comments need to be

made about the conditions under which these tests were run. The test programs measure the rate at which

user programs can transfer data to or from a file without performing any processing on it. These programs

must read and write enough data to insure that buffering in the operating system does not affect the results.

They are also run at least three times in succession; the first to get the system into a known state and the

second two to insure that the experiment has stabilized and is repeatable. The tests used and their results

are discussed in detail in [Kridle83]†. The systems were running multi-user but were otherwise quiescent.

There was no contention for either the CPU or the disk arm. The only difference between the UNIBUS and

MASSBUS tests was the controller. All tests used an AMPEX Capricorn 330 megabyte Winchester disk.

As Table 2 shows, all file system test runs were on a VAX 11/750. All file systems had been in production

use for at least a month before being measured. The same number of system calls were performed in all

tests; the basic system call overhead was a negligible portion of the total running time of the tests.

Type of Processor and Read

File System Bus Measured Speed Bandwidth % CPU

old 1024 750/UNIBUS 29 Kbytes/sec 29/983 3% 11%

new 4096/1024 750/UNIBUS 221 Kbytes/sec 221/983 22% 43%

new 8192/1024 750/UNIBUS 233 Kbytes/sec 233/983 24% 29%

new 4096/1024 750/MASSBUS 466 Kbytes/sec 466/983 47% 73%

new 8192/1024 750/MASSBUS 466 Kbytes/sec 466/983 47% 54%

Table 2a Ŧ Reading rates of the old and new UNIX file systems.

Type of Processor and Write

File System Bus Measured Speed Bandwidth % CPU

old 1024 750/UNIBUS 48 Kbytes/sec 48/983 5% 29%

new 4096/1024 750/UNIBUS 142 Kbytes/sec 142/983 14% 43%

new 8192/1024 750/UNIBUS 215 Kbytes/sec 215/983 22% 46%

new 4096/1024 750/MASSBUS 323 Kbytes/sec 323/983 33% 94%

new 8192/1024 750/MASSBUS 466 Kbytes/sec 466/983 47% 95%

Table 2b Ŧ Writing rates of the old and new UNIX file systems.

Unlike the old file system, the transfer rates for the new file system do not appear to change over

time. The throughput rate is tied much more strongly to the amount of free space that is maintained. The

measurements in Table 2 were based on a file system with a 10% free space reserve. Synthetic work loads

suggest that throughput deteriorates to about half the rates given in Table 2 when the file systems are full.

The percentage of bandwidth given in Table 2 is a measure of the effective utilization of the disk by

the file system. An upper bound on the transfer rate from the disk is calculated by multiplying the number

of bytes on a track by the number of revolutions of the disk per second. The bandwidth is calculated by

comparing the data rates the file system is able to achieve as a percentage of this rate. Using this metric,

the old file system is only able to use about 3Ŧ5% of the disk bandwidth, while the new file system uses up

to 47% of the bandwidth.

† A UNIX command that is similar to the reading test that we used is ‘‘cp file /dev/null’’, where ‘‘file’’ is eight

megabytes long.

Write performance of FFS vs its predecessor [1]
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“NEW” FEATURES IN FFS

■ Long filenames: variable-length dentries, think  
struct { int inode; int size; int nlen; 
char name[0]; } 

■ Advisory file locking 

■ Symbolic links 

■ Rename 

■ Quotas

19
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DEPENDENCIES

■ FFS in 1984: asynchronous writes[1], but … 

■ … Interdependencies in file system structures: 

■ Directory entries point to inodes  

■ Inodes point to data blocks or indirect blocks 

■ Bitmaps mark inodes or blocks as free / in use 

■ High-level operations often require multi-block 
updates (e.g., inode, dentry, bitmap, …) 

■ Partial updates can cause inconsistencies

21
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BASIC DATA STRUCTURES
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INVALID BLOCK BITMAP
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INVALID POINTERS
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!
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Hard Disk
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TYPES OF ERRORS

■ Critical: loss of previously existing data 

■ Pointers to wrong inodes or data blocks 
containing data of other (or deleted) files 

■ Used block or inode marked as free 
■ Inode’s reference counter too small 

■ Non-critical: temporary resource leaks 

■ Free block or inode marked as used 
■ Inode’s reference counter too high 
■ Data block (or inode) already persistent, but block 

pointer (or directory entry) not written yet

25
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RULES OF CONSISTENCY

■ Valid pointers: do not point to a data structure 
that has not been initialized yet 

■ Reuse: do not reuse a data structure, unless all 
old pointers to it have been invalidated 

■ Reachability: do not invalidate a pointer to a 
valid resource, before a new pointer to it has 
been set

26
Source: [2]
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SAFE WRITE ORDER
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foo
bar     #9

#8
#9
#10
#11

Buffer Cache Hard disk

foo
bar     #9
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#9

0101000010110

00101101110111

1111000000011
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(1)a

(1)b

(1)c

(2)

(3)

Order of writes: 

(1) Bitmap and 
data blocks (a-c) 
[Write Barrier] 

(2) Inode block 
[Write Barrier] 

(3) Directory block

Inode Block / Directory block / Indirect Block / Bitmap Block / Data Block
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SOFT UPDATES

■ Idea: group individual phases of large number 
of safe-write sequences into large batches 

■ Accumulate modifications in buffer cache  

■ When writing, takes all dependencies among 
blocks into account (serialize writes into batches) 

■ Implementation: 

■ Dependency structures for each cache block 
■ Metadata (e.g., directory  -> inode) 
■ Data (inode / indirect block -> data block) 

■ Problem: cycles in dependency graph

28
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CYCLIC DEPENDENCIES
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■ State of inode and directory 
blocks in buffer cache: 

a) No dependency 

b) Inode block must be initialized 
before writing directory block 

c) Inode pointer in directory entry 
must be invalidated before inode 
can be freed 

■ Cyclic dependency!

#8

#9
#10
#11

A        #8

B        #9
C        #3
D        #11

b) File D created

#8

#9 B        #9
#10
#11

C        #3

a) No modification

A        #8

--        #0

#8

#9
#10
#11

--        #0

B        #9
C        #3
D        #11

c) File A deleted

Source: [2]
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BREAKING THE CYLCLE
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Source: [2]
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■ Goal: can write modified blocks at any time 

■ Soft-updates code inspects dependency 
structures before write operation: 

■ Consistent / isolated modifications can be 
written immediately without side effects 

■ Modifications with unsatisfied dependencies are 
rolled back temporarily for block-write operation 

■ When consistent version of block is been written, 
re-apply temporarily removed modifications 

■ There is a dependency structure for each block 
modification (chained up in list linked at buffer head)
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Name Function Associated Structures

bmsafemap track bitmap dependencies (points to lists of dependency structures for recently
allocated blocks and inodes) cylinder group block

inodedep
track inode dependencies (information and list head pointers for all inode-
related dependencies, including changes to the link count, the block pointers,
and the file size)

inode block

allocdirect
track inode-referenced block (linked into lists pointed to by an inodedep and a
bmsafemap to track inode’s dependence on the block and bitmap being written
to disk)

data block or
indirect block or
directory block

indirdep track indirect block dependencies (points to list of dependency structures for
recently-allocated blocks with pointers in the indirect block) indirect block

allocindir
track indirect block-referenced block (linked into lists pointed to by an indirdep
and a bmsafemap to track the indirect block’s dependence on that block and
bitmap being written to disk)

data block or
indirect block or
directory block

pagedep track directory block dependencies (points to lists of diradd and dirrem struc-
tures) directory block

diradd track dependency between a new directory entry and the referenced inode inodedep and
directory block

mkdir track new directory creation (used in addition to standard diradd structure when
doing a mkdir)

inodedep and
directory block

dirrem track dependency between a deleted directory entry and the unlinked inode first pagedep
then tasklist

freefrag tracks a single block or fragment to be freed as soon as the corresponding block
(containing the inode with the now-replaced pointer to it) is written to disk

first inodedep
then tasklist

freeblks tracks all the block pointers to be freed as soon as the corresponding block
(containing the inode with the now-zeroed pointers to them) is written to disk

first inodedep
then tasklist

freefile tracks the inode that should be freed as soon as the corresponding block (con-
taining the inode block with the now-reset inode) is written to disk

first inodedep
then tasklist

Table 1: Soft Updates and Dependency Tracking

blocks with which they can be associated. These
dependency structures are allocated and associated
with blocks as various file operations are completed.
They are connected to the in-core blocks with which
they are associated by a pointer in the corresponding
buffer header. Two common aspects of all listed
dependency structures are the worklist structure and
the states used to track the progress of a dependency.
The worklist structure is really just a common header
included as the first item in each dependency structure.
It contains a set of linkage pointers and a type field to
show the type of structure in which it is embedded.
The worklist structure allows several different types of
dependency structures to be linked together into a sin-
gle list. The soft updates code can traverse one of these
heterogenous lists, using the type field to determine
which kind of dependency structure it has encountered,
and take the appropriate action with each.
The typical use for the worklist structure is to link
together a set of dependencies associated with a buffer.
Each buffer in the system has a worklist head pointer
added to it. Any dependencies associated with that

buffer are linked onto its worklist list. After the buffer
has been locked and just before the buffer is to be writ-
ten, the I/O system passes the buffer to the soft update
code to let it know that a disk write is about to be initi-
ated. The soft update code then traverses the list of
dependencies associated with the buffer and does any
needed roll-back operations. After the disk write com-
pletes but before the buffer is unlocked, the I/O system
calls the soft update code to let it know that a write has
completed. The soft update code then traverses the list
of dependencies associated with the buffer, does any
needed roll-forward operations, and deallocates any
dependencies that are fulfilled by the data in the buffer
having been written to disk.
Another important list maintained by the soft updates
code is the tasklist that contains background tasks for
the work daemon. Dependency structures are gener-
ally added to the tasklist during the disk write comple-
tion routine, describing tasks that have become safe
given the disk update but that may need to block for
locks or I/O and therefore cannot be completed during
the interrupt handler. Once per second, the syncer dae-
mon (in its dual role as the soft updates work daemon)

Source: [2]
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bmsafemap structure tracks the allocindir structure for
logical block 15. The contents of logical block 15 have
been written to disk (as shown by its COMPLETE flag
being set), but not those of block 14. The COMPLETE
flag will be set in 14’s allocindir structure once the
block is written. The list of allocindir structures
tracked by an indirdep structure can be quite long (e.g.,
up to 2048 entries for 8KB indirect blocks). To avoid
traversing lengthy dependency structure lists in the I/O
routines, an indirdep structure maintains a second ver-
sion of the indirect block: the ‘‘saved data ptr’’ always
points to the buffer’s up-to-date copy and the ‘‘safe
copy ptr’’ points to a version that includes only the
subset of pointers that can be safely written to disk
(and NULL for the others). The former is used for all
filesystem operations and the latter is used for disk
writes. When the ‘‘allocindir head’’ list becomes
empty, the ‘‘saved data ptr’’ and ‘‘safe copy ptr’’ point
to identical blocks and the indirdep structure (and the
safe copy) can be deallocated.

3.6. Dependency Tracking for new Indirect Blocks

cylgrp_bp->b_dep

worklist

deps list
dep bp

hash list

saved inode ptr
nlink delta

inode number
filesystem ptr

inode wait head
buf wait head

pending ops head
saved size

inodedep

buffer update head
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state (see below)

allocdirect

worklist

deps list

my inodedep
next allocdirect

freefrag
old size
new size
old blkno
new blkno

logical blkno
dep bp

state (see below)
worklist
indirdep

safe copy bp
done head

saved data ptr

allocindir head

state (see below)
worklist

deps list

old blkno
new blkno

dep bp

freefrag

my indirdep

allocindir

offset in indir blk

next allocindir

state (see below)

allocdirect head
new blk head
inodedep head
allocindir head

worklist
bmsafemap

cylgrp_bp

dinode_bp->b_dep indir_bp->b_dep data_bp->b_dep

dinode indirect block data block

ATTACHED

ATTACHED

ATTACHED

ATTACHED
DEPCOMPLETE

Figure 6: Dependencies for a File Expanding into an
Indirect Block

Figure 6 shows the structures associated with a file that
recently expanded into its single-level indirect block.
Specifically, this involves inodedep and indirdep struc-
tures to manage dependency structures for the inode
and indirect block, an allocdirect structure to track the
dependencies associated with the indirect block’s allo-
cation, and an allocindir structure to track the

dependencies associated with a newly allocated block
pointed to by the indirect block. These structures are
used as described in the previous three subsections.
Neither the indirect block nor the data block that it ref-
erences have had their bitmaps set, so they do not have
their DEPCOMPLETE flag set and are tracked by a
bmsafemap structure. The bitmap entry for the inode
has been written, so the inodedep structure has its DEP-
COMPLETE flag set. The use of the ‘‘buffer update
head’’ list by the inodedep structure indicates that the
in-core inode has been copied into its buffer by a call to
VOP_UPDATE. Neither of the dependent pointers
(from the inode to the indirect block and from the indi-
rect block to the data block) can be safely included in
disk writes yet, since the corresponding COMPLETE
and DEPCOMPLETE flags are not set. Only after the
bitmaps and the contents have been written will all the
flags be set and the dependencies complete.

3.7. New Directory Entry Dependency Tracking

DEPCOMPLETE

worklist

hash list
mount ptr

inode number
logical blkno
dirrem head
diradd head

pending ops head

state (see below)

parent dir pagedep worklist

my pagedep
previous dirrem

new inode number
dir offset

next diradd
state (see below)

diradd (foo)

worklist

my pagedep
previous dirrem

new inode number
dir offset

next diradd
state (see below)

diradd (bar)

worklist

deps list
dep bp

hash list

saved inode ptr
nlink delta

inode number
filesystem ptr

inode wait head
buf wait head

pending ops head
saved size

buffer update head
incore update head

state (see below)

inodedep (bar)

...

...
buf wait head

inodedep (foo)

ATTACHED
DEPCOMPLETE

ATTACHED
DEPCOMPLETE

COMPLETE

no flags

ATTACHED
DEPCOMPLETE

COMPLETE

dirpage_bp->b_dep

ATTACHED

Figure 7: Dependencies Associated with Adding New
Directory Entries

Figure 7 shows the dependency structures for a direc-
tory that has two new entries, foo and bar. This figure
introduces two new dependency structures. A separate
diradd structure tracks each individual directory entry
in a directory block. The pagedep structure manages
all the diradd dependencies associated with a directory
block. For each new file, there is an inodedep structure
and a diradd structure. Both files’ inodes have had

Source: [2]
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DEPENDENCY STATES

■ ATTACHED: 

■ Buffer is not being written at the moment 

■ For rollback: clear ATTACHED flag to indicate that 
modification must be re-applied after write 

■ DEPCOMPLETE: 

■ Modification safe for writing, no need to roll back 

■ COMPLETE: 

■ Modification has been written to disk 

■ Deallocation: only after all flags are set
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worklist

...

dirrem head

diradd head

pending ops head

parent dir pagedep

dirpage_bp->b_dep

worklist

dir offset

new inode number

...

my pagedep

diradd (foo)

worklist

filesystem ptr

inode number

nlink delta

...

buf wait head

...

inodedep (foo)

Example: dependencies for creating 
a new directory entry (simplified 
version of presentation in [2])

ATTACHED 
DEPCOMPLETE 
(inode bitmap 
already written)

ATTACHED 
(waiting for inode 
to be written)

No flags
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deallocation dependencies for indirect blocks and the
need to consider partially deleted data blocks. Because
it is so uncommon, neither the prototype nor the BSD
soft updates implementation optimizes this case; the
conventional synchronous write approach is used
instead.

5. Performance
This paper gives only a cursory look at soft updates
performance. For a detailed analysis, including com-
parisons with other techniques, see [Ganger, McKu-
sick, & Patt, ].
We place the performance of BSD FFS with soft
updates in context by comparing it to the default BSD
FFS (referred to below as "normal"), which uses syn-
chronous writes for update ordering, and BSD FFS
mounted with the O_ASYNC option (referred to below
as "asynchronous"), which ignores all update depen-
dencies. In asynchronous mode, all metadata updates
are converted into delayed writes (a delayed write is
one in which the buffer is simply marked dirty, put on a
least-recently-used list, and not written until needed
for some other purpose). Thus, the O_ASYNC data
provides an upper bound on the performance of an
update ordering scheme in BSD FFS. As expected, we
have found that soft updates eliminates almost all syn-
chronous writes and usually allows BSD FFS to
achieve performance with 5 percent of the upper
bound. Compared to using synchronous writes, file
creation and removal performance increases by factors
of 2 and 20, respectively. Overall, 4.4BSD systems
tend to require 40 percent fewer disk writes and com-
plete tasks 25 percent more quickly than when using
the default 4.4BSD fast filesystem implementation.
To provide a feeling for how the system performs in
normal operation, we present measurements from three
different system tasks. The first task is our ‘‘filesystem
torture test’’. This consists of 1000 runs of the Andrew
benchmark, 1000 copy and removes of /etc with ran-
domly selected pauses of 0-60 seconds between each
copy and remove, and 500 executions of the find appli-
cation from / with randomly selected pauses of 100
seconds between each run. The run of the torture test
compares as follows:

Filesystem Disk Writes Running
Configuration Sync Async Time
Normal 1,459,147 487,031 27hr, 15min
Asynchronous 0 1,109,711 19hr, 43min
Soft Updates 6 1,113,686 19hr, 50min

The overall result is that asynchronous and soft
updates require 42 percent fewer writes (with almost
no synchronous writes) and have a 28 percent shorter

running time. This is particularly impressive when one
considers that the finds and the pauses involve no
update dependencies, and the Andrew benchmark is
largely CPU bound.
The second test consists of building and installing the
FreeBSD system. This task is a real-world example of
a program development environment. The results are
as follows:

Filesystem Disk Writes Running
Configuration Sync Async Time
Normal 162,410 39,924 2hr, 12min
Asynchronous 0 38,262 1hr, 44min
Soft Updates 1124 48,850 1hr, 44min

The overall result is that soft updates require 75 per-
cent fewer writes and has a 21 percent shorter running
time. Although soft updates initiates 30 percent more
writes than asynchronous, the two result in the same
running time.
The third test compares the performance of the central
mail server for Berkeley Software Design, Inc. run
with and without soft updates. The administrator was
obviously unwilling to run it in asynchronous mode,
since it is a production machine and people will not
abide by losing their mail. Unlike the tests above,
which involve a single disk, the mail spool on this sys-
tem is striped across three disks. The statistics were
gathered by averaging the results from thirty days of
non-weekend operation in each mode. The results for
a 24-hour period are as follows:

Filesystem Disk Writes
Configuration Sync Async
Normal 1,877,794 1,613,465
Soft Updates 118,102 946,519

The normal filesystem averaged over 40 writes per sec-
ond with a ratio of synchronous to asynchronous writes
of 1:1. With soft updates, the write rate dropped to 12
per second and the ratio of synchronous to asyn-
chronous writes dropped to 1:8. For this real-world
application, soft updates requires 70 percent fewer
writes, which triples the mail handling capacity of the
machine.

6. Filesystem Snapshots
A filesystem snapshot is a frozen image of a filesys-
tem at a given instant in time. Snapshots support sev-
eral important features: the ability to provide back-ups
of the filesystem at several times during the day, the
ability to do reliable dumps of live filesystems, and
(most important for soft updates) the ability to run a
filesystem check program on a active system to reclaim
lost blocks and inodes.

Time to build and install FreeBSD [2]

Software development 
benchmark: 

• 75 percent fewer writes 

• 21 percent shorter run 
time

deallocation dependencies for indirect blocks and the
need to consider partially deleted data blocks. Because
it is so uncommon, neither the prototype nor the BSD
soft updates implementation optimizes this case; the
conventional synchronous write approach is used
instead.

5. Performance
This paper gives only a cursory look at soft updates
performance. For a detailed analysis, including com-
parisons with other techniques, see [Ganger, McKu-
sick, & Patt, ].
We place the performance of BSD FFS with soft
updates in context by comparing it to the default BSD
FFS (referred to below as "normal"), which uses syn-
chronous writes for update ordering, and BSD FFS
mounted with the O_ASYNC option (referred to below
as "asynchronous"), which ignores all update depen-
dencies. In asynchronous mode, all metadata updates
are converted into delayed writes (a delayed write is
one in which the buffer is simply marked dirty, put on a
least-recently-used list, and not written until needed
for some other purpose). Thus, the O_ASYNC data
provides an upper bound on the performance of an
update ordering scheme in BSD FFS. As expected, we
have found that soft updates eliminates almost all syn-
chronous writes and usually allows BSD FFS to
achieve performance with 5 percent of the upper
bound. Compared to using synchronous writes, file
creation and removal performance increases by factors
of 2 and 20, respectively. Overall, 4.4BSD systems
tend to require 40 percent fewer disk writes and com-
plete tasks 25 percent more quickly than when using
the default 4.4BSD fast filesystem implementation.
To provide a feeling for how the system performs in
normal operation, we present measurements from three
different system tasks. The first task is our ‘‘filesystem
torture test’’. This consists of 1000 runs of the Andrew
benchmark, 1000 copy and removes of /etc with ran-
domly selected pauses of 0-60 seconds between each
copy and remove, and 500 executions of the find appli-
cation from / with randomly selected pauses of 100
seconds between each run. The run of the torture test
compares as follows:

Filesystem Disk Writes Running
Configuration Sync Async Time
Normal 1,459,147 487,031 27hr, 15min
Asynchronous 0 1,109,711 19hr, 43min
Soft Updates 6 1,113,686 19hr, 50min

The overall result is that asynchronous and soft
updates require 42 percent fewer writes (with almost
no synchronous writes) and have a 28 percent shorter

running time. This is particularly impressive when one
considers that the finds and the pauses involve no
update dependencies, and the Andrew benchmark is
largely CPU bound.
The second test consists of building and installing the
FreeBSD system. This task is a real-world example of
a program development environment. The results are
as follows:

Filesystem Disk Writes Running
Configuration Sync Async Time
Normal 162,410 39,924 2hr, 12min
Asynchronous 0 38,262 1hr, 44min
Soft Updates 1124 48,850 1hr, 44min

The overall result is that soft updates require 75 per-
cent fewer writes and has a 21 percent shorter running
time. Although soft updates initiates 30 percent more
writes than asynchronous, the two result in the same
running time.
The third test compares the performance of the central
mail server for Berkeley Software Design, Inc. run
with and without soft updates. The administrator was
obviously unwilling to run it in asynchronous mode,
since it is a production machine and people will not
abide by losing their mail. Unlike the tests above,
which involve a single disk, the mail spool on this sys-
tem is striped across three disks. The statistics were
gathered by averaging the results from thirty days of
non-weekend operation in each mode. The results for
a 24-hour period are as follows:

Filesystem Disk Writes
Configuration Sync Async
Normal 1,877,794 1,613,465
Soft Updates 118,102 946,519

The normal filesystem averaged over 40 writes per sec-
ond with a ratio of synchronous to asynchronous writes
of 1:1. With soft updates, the write rate dropped to 12
per second and the ratio of synchronous to asyn-
chronous writes dropped to 1:8. For this real-world
application, soft updates requires 70 percent fewer
writes, which triples the mail handling capacity of the
machine.

6. Filesystem Snapshots
A filesystem snapshot is a frozen image of a filesys-
tem at a given instant in time. Snapshots support sev-
eral important features: the ability to provide back-ups
of the filesystem at several times during the day, the
ability to do reliable dumps of live filesystems, and
(most important for soft updates) the ability to run a
filesystem check program on a active system to reclaim
lost blocks and inodes.

Mail server operation [2]

Mail server workload: 

• Writes per second dropped from 
40 to 12 per send 

• Mail-handling capacity tripled
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SOFT UPDATES IN USE

■ Soft updates were introduced in 4.4BSD 

■ Huge improvement over synchronous writes 

■ Still in use today: 

■ FreeBSD 

■ OpenBSD
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NEW PARADIGM: LFS

■ Idea: treat entire file system as a log 

■ Write data and metadata blocks linearly 

■ No overwriting, append new block versions to log 

■ Newest versions of all blocks contain latest file-
system state 

■ Additional features: 

■ Log contains consistent versions of old file-
system state  

■ Multiple snapshots of file-system state possible
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SEGMENTS IN AN LFS
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SEGMENT INFORMATION

■ Block address space portioned into segments 

■ Segments contain data and metadata blocks 

■ Summary blocks describe block types: 

■ File / directory blocks: (Inode,Block#) 

■ Inode blocks: new / modified inodes 

■ Inode-map blocks: pointers to inodes in log 

■ Inode map decouples inode pointers in 
directory entries from physical location in log 
(prevents trickle-up effect up to root directory)
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CHECKPOINTS

■ All data and metadata in log ... but: full scan 
of entire log too expensive 

■ Better: regularly checkpoint current state of 
metadata in compact form 

■ 2 checkpoint areas at fixed position: 
■ Consistent version of all blocks from inode map 

+ segment usage table 
■ Timestamp + pointer to last written segment 
■ Checksum to validate consistency and 

completeness of checkpoint area
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MOUNT / CRASH RECOVERY

■ Replay from last checkpoint 
1. Choose latest consistent checkpoint area 

2. Reinitialize inode map in kernel memory 

3. Determine position of last segment written 
before checkpoint 

4. Roll-forward from last pre-checkpoint segment, 
redo all changes as found in log 

5. Latest consistent file system has been recovered
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GARBAGE COLLECTION

■ Problem: Log cannot grow indefinitely 

■ Solution 1: free old blocks, thread into log 

■ (+) Simple and fast free operation 
■ (-) Fragmentation grows 

■ Solution 2: clean complete segment 

■ (+) Fragmention does not increase 
■ (-) Live blocks in segment must be copied into 

new segment 

■ LFS as described in [3] implements solution 2
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SEGMENT CLEANING
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GARBAGE COLLECTION

■ Cleaner process searches for partially live 
segments in background 

■ Starts and stops based on thresholds (low / 
high watermark of free segments) 

■ There is no block-allocation table or free list; 
how to identify obsolete blocks? 

1. Find pointer to block in inode or indirect block 

2. No valid pointer found -> block is obsolete 

■ Validation efficiency?
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SEGMENT USAGE TABLE
■ LFS keeps statistics about each segment: 

■ Versions of blocks stored in segment  

■ Last modification time of any block in segment 

■ Number of live bytes (utilization) 

■ Blocks containing segment-usage table are 
written to log (positions put in checkpoint area) 

■ Versions numbers: 

■ Compare to inode versions to find obsolete 
blocks, still need to check indirect blocks 

■ Inode versions recorded in inode map
48
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CLEANING POLICY
■ Segment-usage table helps with cost-benefit 

cleaning policy 

■ Age + utilization of segment enable classification 
into hot and cold segments 

■ Surprising result: 

■ Clean cold segments even with high utilization 
(e.g., 75%) 

■ Leave hot segments alone until utilization drops 
to much lower value (e.g., 15%) 

■ Details and simulation results in [3]
49
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In our work so far we have not methodically
addressed the first two of the above policies. Sprite LFS
starts cleaning segments when the number of clean seg-
ments drops below a threshold value (typicatly a few tens
of segments). It cleans a few tens of segments at a time
until the number of clean segments surpasses another thres-
hold vahte (typically 50-100 clean segments). The overall
performance of Sprite LFS does not seem to be very sensi-
tive to the exact choice of the threshold values. In contrast,
the third and fourth policy decisions are critically impor-
tan~ in our experience they are the primary factors that
determine the performance of a log-structured tile system.
The remainder of Section 3 discusses our analysis of which
segments to clean and how to group the live data.

We use a term called write cost to compare cleaning
policies. The write cost is the average amount of time the
disk is busy per byte of new data written, including all the
cleaning overheads. The write cost is expressed as a multi-
ple of the time that would be required if there were no
cleaning overhead and the data could be written at its full
bandwidth with no seek time or rotational latency. A write
cost of 1.0 is perfecc it would mean that new data could be
written at the fitll disk bandwidth and there is no cleaning
overhead. A write cost of 10 means that only one-tenth of
the disk’s maximum bandwidth is actualIy used for writing
new dati, the rest of the disk time is spent in seeks, rota-
tional latency, or cleaning<

For a log-structured file system with large segments,
seeks and rotational latency are negligible both for writing
and for cleaning, so the write cost is the total number of
bytes moved to and from the disk divided by the number of
those bytes that represent new data. This cost is deter-
mined by the utilization (the fraction of data still live) in
the segments that are cleaned, In the steady state, the
cleaner must generate one clean segment for every segment
of new data written. To do this, it reads N segments in
their entirety and writes out N*u segments of live data
(where u is the utilization of the segments and O S u < 1).
This creates N*(l–u) segments of contiguous free space for
new data. Thus

total bytes read and written
write cost =

new data written

read segs + write live+ write new=
new data written

= N +N*u+ N*(l–u) 2=—
N*(l–u) l–u

(1)

In the above formula we made the conservative assumption
that a segment must be read in its entirety to recover the
live blockx in practice it may be faster to read just the live
blocks, particularly if the utilization is very low (we
haven’t tried this in Sprite LFS), If a segment to be cleaned
has no live blocks (u = O) then it need not be read at all and
the write cost is 1.0.

Figure 3 graphs the write cost as a function of u. For
reference, Unix FFS on small-file workloads utilizes at
most 5- 10?10of the disk bandwidth, for a write cost of
10-20 (see [11] and Figure 8 in Section 5.1 for specific
measurements). With logging, delayed writes, and disk
request sorting this can probably be improved to about 25%
of the bandwidth[12] or a write cost of 4. Figure 3 suggests
that the segments cleaned must have a utilization of less
than .8 in order for a log-structured file system to outper-
form the current Unix FFS; the utilization must be less than
.5 to outperform an improved Unix FFS.

It is important to note that the utilization discussed
above is not the overall fraction of the disk containing live
datiu it is just the fraction of live blocks in segments that
are cleaned. Variations in file usage will cause some seg-
ments to be less utilized than others, and the cleaner can
choose the least utilized segments to clean; these will have
lower utilization than the overall average for the disk.

Even so, the performance of a log-structured file sys-
tem can be improved by reducing the overall utilization of
the disk space. With less of the disk in use the segments
that are cleaned will have fewer tive blocks resulting in a
lower write cost. Log-structured file systems provide a
cost-performance tradeoffi if disk space is underutilized,
higher performance can be achieved but at a high cost per
usable byt~ if disk capacity utilization is increased, storage
costs are reduced but so is performance. Such a tradeoff
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Figure 3 — Write cmt as a function of u for small files.
In a log-structured Ne system, the write cost depends strongly on
the utilimtion of the segments that are cleaned. The more live
data in segments cleaned the more disk bandwidth that is needed
for cleaning and not available for writing new data. The figure
tdso shows two referenee points: ‘ ‘FFS today”, which represents
Unix FFS today, and ‘ ‘FFS improved”, which is our estimate of
the best performance possible in an improved Unix FFS. Write
cost for Unix FFS is not sensitive to the amount of disk space in
use.
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Garbage collection 
must be factored 
into write cost 

!
Worst case: steady 
state where garbage 
collection is 
constantly required

Variables: 

• N …    number of segments 

• u …     utilization of segments 

• N*(1-u) … free space generated, 
maximum amount of new data 
that can be written

Source: [3]

Source: [3]
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LFS IN PRACTICE
■ Suitability for different types of storage: 

■ Rotating disks: 
■ Excellent write performance with sufficient amount of 

clean segments on a minority of storage systems with 
rotating disks 

■ Prone to fragmentation, can hurt read performance 

■ Solid-state / flash-based storage: 
■ Highly suitable, fragmentation has little impact 
■ Does not require sophisticated flash-translation layer 

■ Real-world usage: 

■ YAFFS2, JFFS, NILFS2, F2FS, … for flash 

■ Similar algorithms exist in flash translation layers
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